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On pages 293-296 we have the following errata to state. 
(1) Replace the text on p. 293 between line 16 from above to line 19 from above 
by 
"or there are exactly two rules with left-hand side A, and they have the form 
A--> if p then B(id) and A--> if notp then B'(id) 
for some p ~ P and B, B' ~ N." 
(2) Replace on p. 295 line 10 from above by 
"'N2 = N1 uU {(N(~b), A)l ~b e (F1)fU (P1)f, Ae Nlw(N1 x N1)};" 
(3) Replace the text on p. 296 between line 1 from above to line 5 from above by 
"'Case 2. b=p or b=notp for some pc(e l ) f :  Then, by Definition 4.14, 
there are two rules in M~, which have the form A-->ifp then B(id) and 
A -~ if notp then B'(id) for some B, B' ~ N1. Then, 
• A-~(Ain(p), (B, B'))(id) is in R2,r; 
• (R(p), (B, B'))c_ R2., (i.e., the rules of the (B, B')-cop~¢ of ~o(p) are in 
R2,r); 
• (true, (B, B'))-~ B(id); and 
• (false, (B, B'))-~ B'(id) are in R2,,." " 
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